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1 Overview

This short thesis presents an extended abstract of Network-wide Security Analysis and

it is structured as follows. First section gives an overview of the research followed by

the related work. Middle sections present the research goals, methodologies used and

the achievements. Last section gives a summary of the main thesis and concludes of the

research work performed. At the end of this thesis, you can find the full bibliography

and my curriculum vitae.

Network specialists are expected to fulfill customer requirements, while considering the

limits of underlined technologies. Therefore, the network design has become a complex

and challenging task. The goal of a proper network design is to provide reliable net-

work services under acceptable network protection. Network design includes planning

of network topology, network devices, IP addressing and routing, security measures,

reachability and quality of network services, and applications on higher levels. Once the

design phase is finished, the deployment phase is launched. It consists of installation,

which includes physical interconnections of devices, setting up their configurations, and

finally network troubleshooting, in order to assure network functionality. Identification

of potential problems in early design phase is a challenging task. This identification

requires extra techniques and methodologies that verify and validate the correctness of

the design process.

2 Introduction

Modern computer networks have become more complex and they are required to pro-

vide various demanding services. Therefore, network administrators are compelled to

use sophisticated network management tools to monitor the functionality and the per-

formance of their networks. These networks are often required to promise high-level of

availability; hence the early detection or prevention of unwanted situations is desirable.

On-line techniques, such as monitoring, logging and triggered notifications can help in

a case of a failure for administrators to become aware of the problem.

With the growing complexity of network designs, the tasks of configuration, implemen-

tation, maintenance and modification have become a challenge. It can be widely seen

that configuration errors of networks together with device failures are the reasons for

most of the network outages.

The network designers often incorporate various techniques to minimize failures by con-

figuring the intelligent routing protocols. These dynamic routing protocols ensure to
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enable the services via the best available path. When the network is configured with

dynamic routing protocols, the routers update their routing tables based on the cur-

rent network state. Since the failures can change the communication paths and applied

filtering rules, there can be open security threats, which are not visible in the running

network state. Therefore, it is difficult to predict the reachability of different network

states.

The effect of link or device failures on a small network segment in a large dynamic

network can propagate to other network segments and it is difficult to predict these

propagating effects. These propagating effects can change the communication paths, and

hence the applied filters can be different. The newly applied filters can open restricted

services or block the required services. Apart from packet filters, there can be filters

to filter the routing updates. Therefore, there can be situations that some routers will

not receive new routing updates; hence, some network parts will be unreachable. Since

there are many combinations and dependencies, it is difficult to evaluate each and every

scenario by generating test cases.

To overcome the above problems, the research is conducted to find an effective anal-

ysis method for evaluating reachability and security properties on computer networks

configured with dynamic routing protocols.

3 State of the art

The static analysis of IP networks was initially addressed in research work by Xie et al.

[1]. They defined a framework that is able to determine lower and upper approxima-

tions on network reachability. An underlying network model uniformly describes filtering

rules, dynamic routing and packet transformations, e.g. Network Address Translation

(NAT) or Type of Services (ToS) remapping. The method computes symbolically a set

of packets that can be carried by each link. By combination of these sets along all possi-

ble paths between two end points, it is possible to determine the end-to-end reachability.

The upper approximation determines the set of packets that could potentially be deliv-

ered by the network, while the lower approximation determines the set of packets that

could be delivered under all possible forwarding states. In their paper, the authors also

presented a refinement of both upper and lower approximations by considering the effect

of dynamic routing. It was shown the steps to convert dynamic routing information to

filtering rules in a unifying network model. Algorithms were presented for this conver-

sion and for estimating lower and upper bounds on reachability. Finally, the problem of

reachability analysis was discussed in larger context by exploiting possible applications,

e.g., analysis of failure scenarios, validation of design patterns and combination with
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dynamic information. We have used a modified version of their approach to build the

model of forwarding devices and routing information bases in our routing analysis.

For the logical implementation of the device configurations (device functions) from our

filtering network graph, the deductive database engine XSB [2] was used. This allows

for direct implementation of constraint relations and constraint queries through bounds

package [3, chap.12]. The snippets of XSB program are used to demonstrate the idea

where the XSB syntax is an extension of Prolog syntax. A path contains a sequence of

locations from source location to the target location. It can be computed, for instance,

by using the XSB predicate as inspired by O’Keefe [4].

Our routing analysis shares the view of Feamster [5]. He explicitly pointed out the

similarity of verification of Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) configurations to program

analysis problem. We also consider a failure model that helps network designers to check

whether the routing configuration can guarantee the availability of network services in

the case of link failures. Even though this method cannot guarantee the resilience of a

network, it can reveal some configuration errors.

The method described by Guttman and Herzog [6] deals with a simple network model,

which is represented as a bipartite graph where nodes are routers and networks, and

edges are interfaces, which have associated filters. For modeling of filters, an abstract

packet representation is defined. A packet is described by selected fields from the IP-

header. The authors implemented an experimental program called Network Policy Tool.

For efficient evaluation, network and host IP addresses are not treated explicitly, but a

symbolic representation is used. A symbolic name is assigned to a range of IP addresses

that are treated in the same way by the filtering rules. Filtering rules of an access control

list are converted to a set describing the meaning of the whole access list.

The implemented evaluation system for configuration validation by Narain et al. [7]

employs usual graph algorithms. They used symbolic method for checking firewall con-

figurations. The extended configuration validation employs constraint representation

over finite domains and constraint solvers, e.g. Kodkod. A Prolog program was used to

check the requirements. It is sufficient to check whether the requirement is satisfied by

a configuration. Moreover, the tool will offer suggestions for configuration corrections, if

the configuration checking fails. This task was implemented with the help of a constraint

solver.

Employment of logical programming methods for analysis of network configurations was

previously suggested by Narain, Talpade and Levin in [8],[9], [7]. They used constraint-

solving tool called MuVal to find problems in configuration and to suggest corrections.
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Alternatively, MuVal can provide similar functionality by pointing the problematic con-

figuration statements that contribute to the requirement violation.

Bera, Dasgupta and Ghosh (see [10], and [11]) defined a verification framework for

filtering rules that allows one to check the correctness of distributed Access Control List

(ACL) implementations against the given global security policy and to check reliability

(or fault tolerance) of services in a network. To check the correctness, initially, the

filtering rules are translated to assertions represented as Boolean formulas. Then the

Boolean formulas together with the translation of global security policy are sent to SAT

solver. In the case of inconsistency, the SAT solver may produce a counter example that

helps administrator to debug ACL rules.

4 Goals of the Research

The main goal of my PhD research is to build an effective model for dynamic networks

and develop an analysis method to predict properties such as service reliability, security,

and safety. Dynamic networks use intelligent routing protocols and in case of a device

or a link failure, consequent topology changes appear and response of the network can

be different.

The research has two main components, namely, modeling and analysis. Following are

the individual goals of each part.

4.1 Modeling

Modeling is one of the key components on this research. Modeling phase can be further

divided into two parts, modeling of network topology and modeling of device configura-

tions such as routing and filtering. Modeling phase will be performed either to improve

current available models or to invent new modeling methods.

The key objectives of the modeling phase are listed as below:

1. The intended network model must be able to facilitate advanced configurations

such as policy routing, tunneling and hidden paths.

2. To develop a model that is independent of the configured dynamic routing protocol

or has less dependency on the modeling process.

3. To develop a model that supports routing behaviors and the effects of routing

filters.
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4. The developed model should be capable of representing packet filtering rules.

5. To research on a modeling method to accommodate traffic loads, transition delays,

Network Address Translations (NAT) and Quality of Services (QoS).

6. To automate the modeling process to read on-line configurations.

4.2 Analysis

Analysis is the second major phase of the research, which contains several significant

research objectives. This includes analysis of reachability, device configurations, routing,

filtering and quality of services. We also look into an area where we can use verification

and validation techniques to automate the analysis process.

The key objectives of the analysis phase are listed as below:

1. To reduce the state space by introducing and formally defining an efficient new

method for the representation of network states.

2. To build a universal model that does not require to rebuild for each and every

network state.

3. The analysis process must be able to analyze advanced device configurations such

as policy routing and hidden paths.

4. Implement queries to analyze packet transitions and packet conversions.

5. The analysis of network behaviors should be able to carry out under different

configurations of routing protocols and combinations of them.

6. Implement proper analysis method for routing redistribution.

7. To analyze the effects of routing filters.

8. To use satisfiability (SAT) base analysis techniques for firewall policy analysis and

to build the framework for model checking. It is advisable to use verification and

validation techniques in the analysis process.

9. To embed the model and the analysis process into a simulation tool. The objective

is to build the simulation framework, which is capable of acquiring the network

configurations, link states and QoS parameters from network devices and to build

the model without any human interaction.
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5 Research Methodology and Plan

This section presents the outline of the research, research methodology and the research

plan. Initially, we set the research boundaries to understand the major components of

the research areas. The research is divided into four main sections, namely, filtering and

routing, network modeling, configuration abstraction and analysis methods as shown

in Figure 1. Then these main sections are further divided into subsections to make

the research boundaries clear. This categorization gives us to work on the research

independently in different sections in parallel, to keep the consistency among the research

parts, and allows to concentrate and cover all parts of the scope of the research to achieve

the main objective.

Figure 1: Scope of the research

The proposed research methodology and the plan for each section are discussed below:

5.1 Modeling

For the modeling of topology, a method based on graph theory, lattices and first order

logics are incorporated. Subsequently, we are planning to use formal methods to define

the semantics of networks and its dynamic behaviors.

To model the network topology, the plan is to use two different types of graphs, namely,

hypergraphs and bipartites graph to represent networks. Further, a separate model is to

be developed by using forwarding devices and routing information to model the behavior

of the dynamic routing protocols.
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The approach is to build three different network models for different analysis methods.

These network models are using different types of network graphs; hence, to check the

consistency between the network graphs, a graph transformation method should be

engaged. The aim is to use graph grammar as the graph transformation method to

transform the nodes, links and paths between the graphs.

5.2 Filtering and Routing

Few challenging tasks when dealing with filtering rules are identification and elimination

of the conflicting rules, effective representation of the IP addresses, and matching the

IP header fields.

To eliminate the conflicting rules, a proper algorithm should be developed.

For the representation of IPs, available address schemes such as abstract address repre-

sentation and bit variable representation are considered.

For the packet matching process, Interval Decision Diagrams (IDD) will be considered.

Most of the variable fields in ACLs are intervals e.g. network IPs, subnet masks, etc.

To incorporate routing behaviors into the model, routing information bases (RIB) is

used. Together with the redistribution and the configuration of the routing instances

(graph of RIB), we can build the forwarding information base (FIB), which contains the

broadcast routing information.

5.3 Configuration Abstraction

The aim of this section is to formulate and analyze the device configurations. This section

has two parts. First, the device configurations need to be formulated. The considered

research methodology is to use the restricted joint operator in relational algebra. The

intention is to build a constraint data model, which is based on the filtering network

model.

In the second part, constraint based queries are developed. The correctness of device

configurations is evaluated by using these queries under the configuration analysis pro-

cess. Some device configurations change the packet headers, while traveling through

the network (e.g. NAT), so the predicates should be built with the transformational

properties to evaluate the input and the output packets.
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5.4 Analysis

The aim of the analysis section is mainly to evaluate the reachability and the security

properties. Different analysis methods are incorporated for analyzing different network

properties such as reachability, routing, device configurations and filtering rules. We

are considering to involve different methods for each analysis process. The plan is to

perform the analysis using formal analysis, constraint-based methods, simulation tools

and SAT-based techniques. Each has its own advantages, disadvantages and limitations,

which will be listed in the conclusion section.

For the reachability analysis, the plan is to use unified model defined by Xie et al. [1].

Unlike [12], our analysis does not pre-compute all possible routing configurations in

order to verify the network reachability. In the analysis approach, we categorize links

as Critical Points (CP), Universal Points (UP) and dependent points. This analysis

approach will eliminate the trivial cases and only the failures of remaining links will

be analyzed in detail. Therefore, the overall computational time can be significantly

reduced.

To reduce the computational cost, reduce number of iterations, eliminate rebuilding the

model for each network state and represent the network states in more compact way,

the link states that have the common network behaviors are grouped together. From

this approach, the state space can be significantly reduced and the state space explosion

problem can make less evident during the analysis process. Grouped network states

combined with path selection criteria is used to analyze the reachability.

For the constraint-based analysis, the packet transformation based on the device config-

urations should be evaluated against the constraint queries. Since this contains logical

operations and predicates, the aim is to develop a program by using Prolog for this

analysis process.

The considered analysis approaches involve static models; hence, we are planning to use

static analysis to automate the analysis process. During the analysis, reachability and

security properties for a given network state are checked in the static model. Since it

is a model-based verification process, the intention is to use an existing model-checking

tool to automate the analysis process.

Our aim is to develop the frame works for SAT-based method to evaluate firewall rules

in dynamic networks. The intension is to encode the problem as SMT problem and to

generate counter examples in the case of security violation.
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The last part of the research is to develop a simulation tool. The approach is to embed

the analysis process into an existing simulation environment. The identified simulation

environment is OMNeT++.

6 Achievements and Contributions

The research on Network-wide Security Analysis has significantly contributed in each

section categorized under the scope of the research shown in Figure 1. In the modeling

phase, we introduce two new approaches to construct different types of network graphs,

an effective way to model the filtering functions and model the routing update process.

In addition, it has been shown how these models can be used for different types of

analysis. In the analysis phase, we have a major contribution on reachability analysis

and analyzing the security properties. The achievements in each phase are detailed in

following paragraphs.

The filtering network model is a new approach. This approach also contributes by

introducing a novel method to check the end-to-end connectivity in a network1.

From the given device configurations and the network topology, the constraint-based

analysis is able to determine the availability of services in a network. Using this analysis,

it is possible to find backdoor or hidden paths [10] in a network that can be used for the

unauthorized access to network services.

The described methodology and the plan are to determine reachability by using a cen-

tralized table called Modified Topology Table (MTT). This method works efficiently on

analyzing the network reachability and security properties in dynamic networks. This is

a unique innovation achieved in the area of path selection in networking. The analysis

method was tested by using java program.

The method used to reduce the state space is based on grouping states that have similar

network behaviors. These groups of network states are referred as the General States.

This is also a unique innovation achieved in the area of network modeling.

When analyzing the reachability under different device failures, we need to eliminate

the obvious cases. This categorization of devices into sets contributed to improve the

analysis process.

The introduction of constraint-based approach for modeling and analyzing device con-

figurations allows handling complex queries. These queries can be used to check the

packet qualities, nature of packet transformations, and the properties of tunneling and

1In literature, this problem is sometimes called border-to-border availability.
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hidden paths. This is also a key achievement. Further, this analysis is automated by

using Prolog language and the developed tool is capable of handling complex queries

efficiently.

Modeling and analyzing routing information base by using forwarding device model

contribute an alternative way to analyze the routing without simulating the routing

protocols. This also introduces a framework to build the routing tables from routing

updates. The method is based on a unified network model that captures both routing

and filtering. This also gives a better picture for the network designers to properly

configure routing and to avoid unwanted flooding of routing updates on networks.

In firewall policy analysis, a complete framework, which is capable of evaluating the

network security policy against the configured filtering rules, was developed. This was

achieved by converting the problem into a SMT problem. The analysis is capable of

generating the most-general counter example in case of a security violation. The devel-

opment of analysis method by using the SMT tool is the key contribution in the area of

firewall policy analysis.

The analysis with simulation tool includes extension of formal analysis for network relia-

bility. Another contribution is integration of formal analysis techniques into a simulation

tool. The developed simulation tool is capable of analyzing reachability, convergence de-

lays and packet loses.

In summary, following are the key achievements of this research. In the area of modeling,

implementation of filtering network model, modified topology table and general state

are the key innovations. In the analysis, the constraint-based analysis shown to analyze

device configuration and answer complex queries are the key innovations. In the area

of routing, an extension of an existing method is presented to model dynamic routing

protocols and filtering of routing updates. In firewall policy analysis, the implementation

of SAT-based decision procedure and the framework to generate counter examples are

the key achievements. Finally, we are able to develop a simulation tool in OMNeT++

environment to analyze reachability and associated delays.

7 Summary

7.1 Overview of the Thesis

The research work described in the thesis is organized as shown in Figure 2. The chapter,

which described the modeling, shown in the middle of the figure, is the key area of
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the research. Different chapters that describe analysis are placed around the modeling

chapter and these different models are linked by arrows to the relevant analysis sections.

Figure 2: Structure of the Thesis

Chapter One, Introduction, presents the overview of the research, problem statement,

motivation, significance and objectives of the research, proposed research methodology

and plan, and our contribution.

Chapter Two, State of the Art, gives an overview of the terminologies used and presents

other research work, their methodologies, and results. Further, it relates how they differ

to our research.

Chapter Three, Modeling Networks, builds three different network models by using

different approaches and different graphs. These network models are used for different
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analysis and the graph transformation between first two graphs by using graph grammar

are discussed in detail.

Chapter Four, Reachability Analysis, shows a representation of a centralized table for

evaluating end to end service availability. The developed centralized table is named as

Modified Topology Table (MTT) and the chapter details on the construction of MTT,

elimination of issues while building MTT, reachability analysis by using MTT and the

use of MTT in few different types of dynamic routing protocol configurations.

Chapter Five, Constraint-based Analysis, discusses the implementation of the device

configurations by using relational algebra. Then it illustrates the implementation of

few commonly used device configurations and presents a method to build advanced

queries. Further, chapter shows steps to implement the device functions and queries by

using constraint-based method. Finally, it illustrates how this analysis process can be

implemented by using Prolog programming language.

Chapter Six, Routing Analysis, shows detail analysis of the behaviors of dynamic rout-

ing protocols and different configurations. Chapter discusses on implementing routing

information bases, forwarding information bases, routing filters and routing redistribu-

tion. Then the chapter illustrates an example of performing the reachability analysis by

using the above components.

Chapter Seven, Firewall Policy Analysis, discusses the representation of packets and

packet filters. Then these filtering rules evaluated against the firewall policy on the net-

work to check whether the network security is properly implemented. This matching is

modeled as a SMT problem and use SAT-based techniques to implement the verification

process. Further, it shows generating counter examples in case of negative results.

Chapter Eight, Analysis with Simulation tools, presents developing a simulation tool by

using the formal network model and the OMNeT++ simulation environment. Further,

it shows the simulation results of Czech Academic Network.

Chapter Nine, Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Work, concludes the obtained

results, their limitations and list relevant future work.

7.2 Conclusions and Future Work

This subsection discusses the summary of results in terms of assumptions, drawbacks,

strong decisions, and the contributions to the areas of verifications and validation of

configurations, routing and security policies. When drawing the conclusions we focus to

evaluate our results based on its practical usefulness and the level of importance. The
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future work gives an outline in terms of unachieved objectives, new open research from

the findings and further improvements required before applying these methods to the

industry.

The section of network modeling is one of the key areas of the research. The developed

abstract network model is an extension of the commonly used network model. The

implementation of filtering network model is an innovation and modeling devices as

active nodes is a new approach. This enabled to model advanced device configurations

and identify hidden paths. Since filtering network model is a new approach, further

research on improving this model is required. Especially in the area of paths involving

virtual interface, representing tunneling, and hidden paths.

Identification of graph grammar for graph transformation is an appropriate selection.

Since the transformation can be performed by using three simple rules, it is easy to

observe the transformation visually and easy to automate the process. Further, due

to solid mathematical foundation of graph grammar, it can be proved that the graph

transformation has transformational properties such as validity of parallel and sequential

transformations. One interesting future work is to automate the graph transformation

process. This enables the network designers to perform more advanced analysis such as

checking properties on hidden path communications.

The Modified Topology Table (MTT) contains complete state space and all communica-

tion paths of a network; therefore, it enables us to predict the validity of network-wide

reachability properties, which means that the MTT is a global representation of a net-

work and can be used as an input for other analysis. The idea of building a centralized

table to evaluate reachability is a new approach and MTT is the end result of the central-

ized representation. In routing analysis, it has been outlined the applicability of MTT

to analyze reachability on networks configured with combinational of routing protocols,

but this needs further improvements and evaluation to validate the results.

Grouping the network states that have common network behaviors is a new approach to

reduce the state space. The approach of building a group of common network state is a

strong decision, which we have made in the early stage and computation of the general

state is an innovation. This enables us to analyze the networks in less time frame. This

method is only tested on medium size networks and on few different types of topolo-

gies. Further research should be focused on improving the algorithm and evaluating the

complexity.

Selection of the constraint-based method to interpret different device configurations

based on the concept of active node is a new approach. This method can be extended
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to represent functions of the application servers by adding more attributes to the con-

strained relations. An interesting future work will be to extend this approach with

modeling content changes and content-based analysis. For an example, different ser-

vices such as mail, FTP, DNS, and different filters such as content filters, spam filters

can be modeled. The obtained results from the analysis based on relational algebra

show that this method is providing satisfactory results. Since this is a new approach,

further research on improvements of representation of device configurations and queries,

optimization of the analysis and extending the implementation of functions for advanced

configurations will be demanding future work.

Modeling with forwarding devices gives better opportunities to embed more routing

behaviors such as building routing information bases, generating forwarding information

bases, manipulating redistribution process and integrating impact of routing filters. The

use of a combination of forwarding devices and graph theory to analyze routing is a very

strong decision made at the initial stage. The results show its applicability for modeling

different dynamic routing configurations of network topologies. Future work should

focus on implementing a SAT-based analysis method to automate the routing analysis

process.

The models and the analysis methods discussed in the thesis are static. We have not

considered any transitional behaviors such as routing propagation delays, link instability

due to packet losses, further link failures due to loads, and network stabilization times.

Therefore, future work should consist of building a transitional model, which should be

capable of representing network stabilization times and transitional delays.

The presented verification method on firewall policy analysis aims at validating network

design against the security and configuration flaws. This verification technique is based

on SMT supported by SAT-based decision procedure. It is also shown that the method

is able to deal with various classes of properties, namely, availability, safety and security.

Although it has not been validated in practical networks, we believe the application of

this technique is feasible for a large class of network models and properties. This should

be a necessary future work. Another future work is to optimize the algorithms used in

firewall policy analysis to improve the efficiency.

Full-scale simulation in order to obtain a precise model of network behavior is difficult

due to the time complexity. Formal methods and static analysis can identify problem-

atic network components from qualitative prospective. The presented simulation exper-

iments are focused only on few metrics out of many that should be explored. However,

it is easy to conclude that the other quantitative properties can be extracted without

any significant changes to the simulation model. Integration of these metrics and testing

will be an important future work in this case.
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In summary, there are few innovations introduced from this research, namely, Filtering

Node (active node), Filtering Network Model, Modified Topology Table and General

State. Constraint-based Analysis is a new approach to model and analyze device con-

figurations. Contribution of the Abstract Network Model, Forwarding Device Model,

Routing Analysis, Redistribution and Firewall Policy Analysis are extensions of the

current research.

8 Original Abstract of the PhD Thesis

The objective of the research is to model and analyze the effects of dynamic routing pro-

tocols. The thesis addresses the analysis of service reachability, configurations, routing

and security filters on dynamic networks in the event of device or link failures.

The research contains two main sections, namely, modeling and analysis. First section

consists of modeling of network topology, protocol behaviors, device configurations and

filters. In the modeling, graph algorithms, routing redistribution theory, relational alge-

bra and temporal logics were used. For the analysis of reachability, a modified topology

table was introduced. This is a unique centralized table for a given network and invari-

ant for network states. For the analysis of configurations, a constraint-based analysis

was developed by using XSD Prolog. Routing and redistribution were analyzed by using

routing information bases and for analyzing the filtering rules; a SAT-based decision

procedure was incorporated. A part of the analysis was integrated to a simulation tool

at OMNeT++ environment.

There are several innovations introduced in this thesis. Filtering network graph, modi-

fied topology table, general state to reduce the state space, modeling devices as filtering

nodes and constraint-based analysis are the key innovations. Abstract network graph,

forwarding device model and redistribution with routing information are extensions of

the existing research. Finally, it can be concluded that this thesis discusses novel ap-

proaches, modeling methods and analysis techniques in the area of dynamic networks.

Integration of these methods into a simulation tool will be a very demanding product

for the network designers and the administrators.
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